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opponent wins. If there is no last move, the outcome is a draw. A special case of 
this game is described in [1]. 
A general theory for this game is sought. Note that the special case when all 
particles are of one type is generalized Welter (Problem 45). If ant imatter is 
transformed ir~to a partizan game in the obvious way (one player moves electrons 
only, his opponent positrons only), it becomes the NP-hard game 'capture'  [2, 
Theorem 4]. 
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A computer has n binary regi:.~ters rl, rz . . . . .  r,, with the sante Icw~gth. It is 
desired to permute their contents cyclically so that r, contains what v,'as formerly 
in r,. i. i : - I .  2 . . . . .  n, where the subscripts are redtrced modu,~ n. The only 
opcrations available are of the form 
r, <- -  r, (~) r i 
where ~ denotes exclusive 'or'.  For n = 2 the following seqteuce nf three 
operations achieves the permutation. 
rt ~ rl • r,. r: ~- r2 ~ rl. rl ~-  rl ~ r~. 
For general tz. it is easy tt~ sec that 3(t~ -- 1) operations uffice to perform the cyclic 
permutation. Arc 3 (n -  1) operation:~ also necessary? 
